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Peer-to-peer learning using blog style posts 
for EA frameworks

TCC Session Description: This session shares an experience 
with Blackboard online discussion threads set up as specific 
meaningful relevant blog threads. Blog threads facilitated 
conducting research and posting new ideas, original thinking. 
To prepare, publishers’ DQs were rewritten into blog prompts 
offering a rich eLearner peer-to-peer experience. Evidence of 
success was “being the dialog” for research that led to teams 
composing & presenting a specific, meaningful, relevant and 
timely case study about a real-world enterprise.
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CIS421 Collaborative Enterprise Architecture  <*>
in Blackboard Collaborate
Course Description: “Explores the design, selection, 
implementation and management of enterprise IT solutions. 
The focus is on applications and infrastructure and their fit with 
the business. Students learn frameworks and strategies for 
infrastructure management, system administration, data/ 
information architecture, content management, distributed 
computing, middleware, legacy system integration, system 
consolidation, software selection, total cost of ownership 
calculation, IT investment analysis, and emerging technologies.”

Enterprise Architecture (EA) <*>



CIS421 Collaborative Enterprise Architecture 
INSTRUCTOR: Barbara Lauridsen, MBA, PhD
E-mail:    blauridsen@gmail.com <preferred> & IM & chat
School:    Barbara.lauridsen@natuniv.edu
Website:  www.barbaralauridsen.com … http://barbaralauridsen.com/

mailto:blauridsen@gmail.com
mailto:Barbara.lauridsen@natuniv.edu
http://www.barbaralauridsen.com/
http://barbaralauridsen.com/


CIS421 Collaborative Enterprise Architecture 
May 2018 – online
Course Learning Outcomes (CLO):
• Utilize techniques for assessing and managing risk 

across the portfolio of the enterprise.
• Evaluate and plan for the integration of emerging technologies
• Describe the benefits and risks of Service Oriented Architecture.
• Analyze the integration of enterprise systems with inter-organizational 

partners such as suppliers, government, etc.



…collaborative blogging encourages critical thinking…

What is blog-style writing?
Holley Hanson (2016) summarizes the literature with 
her interpretation that “blog-style writing is generally 
detailed focused yet concise, may (but does not always) 
prioritize reflection over generating new arguments, 
employs a more conversational tone and uses 
interactive citations through hyperlinking” (p 92). 

Holley E. Hansen (2016) The Impact of Blog-Style Writing on Student Learning Outcomes: 
A Pilot Study, Journal of Political Science Education, 12:1, 85-101. Available from 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/15512169.2015.1060887

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/15512169.2015.1060887


…blogging as “microlevel” thinking…

What is blog writing?
Holley Hanson (2016) summarized her pilot research project with 
some testimonials. A participant described blog-writing as 
microlevel thinking compared to essay-writing as requiring 
macrolevel thinking, acknowledging that this observation is driven 
by the nature of blog writing norms. 
She states that “Blog posts seemed to feature more concise writing 
that emphasized simpler linguistic structures” (p. 97) and 
encourages key communication and summarizing skills.

Hansen, H. E. (2016) The Impact of Blog-Style Writing on Student Learning Outcomes: A Pilot Study, 
Journal of Political Science Education. 



In defense of blogging in a BlackBoard (Bb) course

“The brief nature of blog posts may encourage students to 
develop key communication and summarizing skills, while 
longer papers give students more room to compare and 
synthesize ideas” (Hanson, 2016, p. 98).  
In 2017, my own research focused on serving as “further 
testing” of  Hanson’s suggestion that blogging and short 
essays be complementary assignments. … successful 
results are now built-in to my own teaching.

Hansen, H. E. (2016) The Impact of Blog-Style Writing on Student Learning Outcomes: A Pilot Study, 
Journal of Political Science Education. 



Limitation of “blogging” in a Blackboard course
Observation: Blackboard courses are too often just a 
private place for students to download articles and 
instructions, to upload assignments, to understand & 
to meet expectations, to pass exams, etc. It is available 
for a durations, a day before fist day and expired about 
10 days after last class. 

According to Hanson (2016), Blackboard does not offer 
to align with the “public nature of blog posts meaning 
that students are engaging in blog-style writing but 
not blogging” (p.91).  

Hansen, H. E. (2016) The Impact of Blog-Style Writing on Student Learning Outcomes: 
A Pilot Study, Journal of Political Science Education. 



In defense of blog-style writing within a Bb course

In 2017, by research planning was simple: 
1) To rewrite the ordinary Bb Discussion Questions (DQs) to 

become more worthwhile, to encourage original and 
critical thinking as well as enhancing researching to 
retrieve answers that offered other perspectives than 
those of the text book. 

2) To set the stage for group inquiry during guided face-to-
face dialog, or in Bb Collaborate sessions; 

3) To participate proactively in enhancing peer-to-peer 
(P2P) learning experience & to retain / share good ideas.



Bb discussion board redefined as “blogs threads”
Observation: The environment of a Bb course 
constrains the meaning of “blogging”. Bb is a 
container limited to a specific audience of learners 
who share an agenda, to pass a prescribed course.  
My incentive was to enhance the learning objectives. 
Context: For online students, a norm is to answer 
Discussion Questions (DQs) to earn points.  Typical 
DQs are answered from assigned readings. Typical 
answers describe or explain <a prescribed topic>.



Defining Terms

http://langwitches.org/blog/
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http://www.alexandertechniqueblogs.com/
http://langwitches.org/blog/


Why 
Blogging? 

http://langwitches.org/blog/
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http://langwitches.org/blog/


http://langwitches.org/blog/

Why 
Blogging? 
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http://langwitches.org/blog/


…collaboration, encouraging critical thinking…

Use of the “smart approach” enables students to 
explore complex problems which are better 
understood when defined as Specific, Measurable, 
Action-oriented, Relevant and Timely. 

The “smart approach” is based on ideas expressed in 2003 by P. J. 
Meyer, "What would you do if you knew you couldn’t fail? Creating 
S.M.A.R.T. Goals“, Attitude Is Everything: If You Want to Succeed 
Above and Beyond. ISBN 978-0-89811-304-4



Limitation of “blogging” as a Peer-to-peer dialog
For this course, DQs were re-imagined 
& restated to encourage original 
thinking, retrieving & sharing 
interesting ideas and images, and also 
to cite sources so that others can 
navigate to the source webpage. 
The Bb features of posting a message 
that was more-than-just-text was 
encouraged and demonstrated. 

Here are some selected P2P blog posts showing evidence of 
enhanced P2P learning …



Blogging to  
explore  
concepts, 
beyond the 
readings

Image is “clickable” 

Example group post to Wk2Blog5



Blogging to  
share research 
for a case 
study, an 
example from 
LinkedIn

Image is “clickable” 



Sharing recent  
progressive  
research:
After defining 
a problem, 
then, defining 
a project 
profile by 
adapting an 
existing 
framework



Sharing 
discovery of 
ideas: being 
curious, finding 
frameworks that 
illustrate a 
concept

Link & image is 
“clickable” 



Blogging to 
share research: 
navigating to 
original source

Link opens a 
presentation 



Blogging to 
extend “dialog”: 
sharing 
perspectives 
using humor & 
metaphors



Blogging to be engaged in 
dialog about being global, 
exploring an area of 
concern



Blogging with peers: 
exploring IT Risk with a 
scenario about previous 
direct experience

Dynamic 
blogging



Enabling posted links to be “clickable”:



Enabling links: in edit mode,
1. highlight a link, copy into clipboard
2. click link icon



Enabling links:
3.  Fill in popup, paste URL (from clipboard)
4.  change drop-down option to “Open in a New 
Window”
5. Click [Insert]



Enabling links:
6. Save the post, … then test it.

<*>



Enabling links:
6. Save the post, …then test it.

http://www.icmgworld.com/corp/events/apac/Qatar/Zachman/2011_Dec/home.asp

http://www.icmgworld.com/corp/events/apac/Qatar/Zachman/2011_Dec/home.asp


Enabling links for visitors to view:
…observe new ideas in the webpage

http://www.icmgworld.com/corp/events/apac/Qatar/Zachman/2011_Dec/home.asp

http://www.icmgworld.com/corp/events/apac/Qatar/Zachman/2011_Dec/home.asp


…observe, share ideas, think, learn

http://www.icmgworld.com/corp/events/apac/Qatar/Zachman/2011_Dec/home.asp

http://www.icmgworld.com/corp/events/apac/Qatar/Zachman/2011_Dec/home.asp


…express ideas that can transform reality

http://www.icmgworld.com/corp/events/apac/Qatar/Zachman/2011_Dec/home.asp

http://www.icmgworld.com/corp/events/apac/Qatar/Zachman/2011_Dec/home.asp


Team’s 
thread: 
drills into 
ideas, to 
give shape 
to a project



Team’s 
thread: drills 
into ideas & 
artifacts to 
tell a story… 
finding a 
framework 



P2P Blogging: 
exploring IT Risk: 
with a scenario 
about a potential 
solution



P2P Blogging, 
exploring IT Risk: 
with a scenario 
about a solution 
(a PBL tutor post)



P2P Blogging 
exploring IT Risk 
with a scenario 
about a solution

“Threads”



Follow-up for how to cite a source
…Or provide an author (date) Title style. like this:
ORACLE. (2016). Product Overview: Introducing Oracle Tuxedo. 
[White paper] Available from 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13161_01/tuxedo/docs10gr3/overview/overview.html

We are pretending that online “dialogs” are like blogging. 
Rather than a public environment for sharing ideas, we have a 
private Bb LMS, with topics about EA. To anticipate what a visitor 
will do next after reading your own idea, make it convenient to look 
at the same source you found.

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13161_01/tuxedo/docs10gr3/overview/overview.html


Follow-up for how to cite a source

F-- When you quote from an interesting source, it is handy to 
cite that source. In a blogging style post like this, it is 
convenient to provide the URL from the web site. In 
Blackboard, if you highlight the URL string, click the tiny chain 
link above, you can complete a popup that enables you to 
activate the link so that we can click it and open that site. 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13161_01/tuxedo/docs10gr3/ov
erview/overview.html

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13161_01/tuxedo/docs10gr3/overview/overview.html


Starting a DQ Forum, aka “Blog Thread”

Starting a “Thread”



Starting a thread: for P2P learning

Posting into a “Thread”



Starting a thread: for P2P learning

Blog style posts focus on curiosity, skipping compliance to APA format



…to 
extend 
an idea

Tutor Post:



…to 
extend 
an idea

Tutor Post:



…to share 
resources

Tutor Post:



…to share 
resources

Tutor Post:



Image is “clickable” 

…to share 
tutorials

Tutor Post:



Open the embedded link

Image URL:
Web host URL: Enterprise Architecture Tool.
Introduction of Dragon1 as Enterprise Architecture 
Tool. Architecture Tools for the Enterprise Architect, 
Manager and CIO is the software of today. Increase 
enterprise governance, compliancy and control.

Open the embedded link

https://www.dragon1.com/images/dragon1-single-source-of-truth.jpg
https://www.dragon1.com/enterprise-architecture-tool


Reply

Image URL:
Web host URL: Enterprise Architecture Tool.
Introduction of Dragon1 as Enterprise Architecture 
Tool. Architecture Tools for the Enterprise Architect, 
Manager and CIO is the software of today. Increase 
enterprise governance, compliancy and control.

Student provided an embedded link

Reply to 
instructor’s 
prompt

https://www.dragon1.com/images/dragon1-single-source-of-truth.jpg
https://www.dragon1.com/enterprise-architecture-tool


Blog post by a student, with an image 
containing an embedded link
Whether creating or 
improving an Enterprise 
Architecture function, 
the SIMPLE mantra can help 
you achieve incredible 
results and an IT Culture 
where people are excited, 
engaged and passionate.”

Image is “clickable” 



http://www.bcs.org/content/conWebDoc/55547

Blog-style post, student’s own opinion

http://www.bcs.org/content/conWebDoc/55547


http://www.bcs.org/content/conWebDoc/55547

Blogging style post by a student, logo as a link 

Embedded link

http://www.bcs.org/content/conWebDoc/55547


Link

http://www.bcs.org/content/conWebDoc/55547

Following the 
embedded logo 
link

(2)

http://www.bcs.org/content/conWebDoc/55547


https://community.hpe.com/t5/Transforming-IT/10-Microsoft-Azure-
Business-Benefits-in-One-Convenient-List/ba-p/7017544#.XKWEEth7laR

Observations:
• HewlettPackard is host for 

this blog site. 
• Opinion is recent & practical, based 

probing area of doubt.

https://community.hpe.com/t5/Transforming-IT/10-Microsoft-Azure-Business-Benefits-in-One-Convenient-List/ba-p/7017544#.XKWEEth7laR


Questions? Discussion about

What is the Meaning of Blogging?
Ani   March 27, 2016

Further Ideas about 
trusting a blog site as 
source for decisions



https://community.hpe.com/t5/Transforming-IT/10-Microsoft-Azure-
Business-Benefits-in-One-Convenient-List/ba-p/7017544#.XKWEEth7laR

Observations:
• HewlettPackard is host for this blog 

site. 
• Opinion is recent & practical, 

based probing area of doubt.

https://community.hpe.com/t5/Transforming-IT/10-Microsoft-Azure-Business-Benefits-in-One-Convenient-List/ba-p/7017544#.XKWEEth7laR


https://community.hpe.com/t5/Transforming-IT/10-Microsoft-Azure-
Business-Benefits-in-One-Convenient-List/ba-p/7017544#.XKWEEth7laR

Who is this author / blogger? 
Is this a trusted source for ideas? 
Are this blogger’s opinions 
realizable for making decisions?

Observations:
• HewlettPackard is the host for this 

blog site. 
• Opinion is recent & practical, based 

probing area of doubt.
• Profile of the author/blogger 

is available

https://community.hpe.com/t5/Transforming-IT/10-Microsoft-Azure-Business-Benefits-in-One-Convenient-List/ba-p/7017544#.XKWEEth7laR


https://community.hpe.com/t5/user/viewprofilepage/use
r-id/1845152

Who is this author / blogger? 
Is this a trusted source for ideas? 
Are this blogger’s opinions 
realizable for making decisions?

Observations:
• HewlettPackard is the host for this 

blog site. 
• Opinion is recent & practical, based 

probing area of doubt.
• Profile of the author/blogger 

is known
Answers about:

https://community.hpe.com/t5/user/viewprofilepage/user-id/1845152


https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud

Observations:
• DYNTEK is host for this blog. 
• Opinion is somewhat recent & cites 

a reliable source 

https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud


https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud

https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud


https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud

Observations:
• DYNTEK is host for this blog. 
• Opinion is almost recent 

& cites a reliable source 

https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud


https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud

This website stores cookies on your computer. These cookies are used to collect information 
about how you interact with our website and allow us to remember you. We use this information in 
order to improve and customize your browsing experience and for analytics and metrics about our 
visitors both on this website and other media. To find out more about the cookies we use, see our 
Privacy Policy.
If you decline, your information won’t be tracked when you visit this website. A single cookie will be 
used in your browser to remember your preference not to be tracked.
Accept Decline

https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud
https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud


https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud

Navigation to reading 
(& downloading) a 
“white paper”

https://www.dyntek.com/blog/4-key-advantages-of-microsofts-azure-cloud


https://www.dyntek.com/3-key-issues-for-business-transformation-in-the-
cloud?hsCtaTracking=9bd48dbe-3619-443f-98fd-5d2e87c5bbd3%7C7d325f76-
6fee-4af8-babd-de20592a37fb

“cookies on your computer”  
an acceptable risk?  

https://www.dyntek.com/3-key-issues-for-business-transformation-in-the-cloud?hsCtaTracking=9bd48dbe-3619-443f-98fd-5d2e87c5bbd3%7C7d325f76-6fee-4af8-babd-de20592a37fb


https://www.dyntek.com/3-key-issues-for-business-transformation-in-the-
cloud?hsCtaTracking=9bd48dbe-3619-443f-98fd-
5d2e87c5bbd3%7C7d325f76-6fee-4af8-babd-de20592a37fb

https://www.dyntek.com/3-key-issues-for-business-transformation-in-the-cloud?hsCtaTracking=9bd48dbe-3619-443f-98fd-5d2e87c5bbd3%7C7d325f76-6fee-4af8-babd-de20592a37fb


https://www.dyntek.com/3-key-issues-for-business-transformation-in-the-
cloud?hsCtaTracking=9bd48dbe-3619-443f-98fd-5d2e87c5bbd3%7C7d325f76-
6fee-4af8-babd-de20592a37fb

javascript:void(0);

https://www.dyntek.com/3-key-issues-for-business-transformation-in-the-cloud?hsCtaTracking=9bd48dbe-3619-443f-98fd-5d2e87c5bbd3%7C7d325f76-6fee-4af8-babd-de20592a37fb


https://www.dyntek.com/3-key-issues-for-business-transformation-in-the-
cloud?hsCtaTracking=9bd48dbe-3619-443f-98fd-5d2e87c5bbd3%7C7d325f76-6fee-
4af8-babd-de20592a37fb

http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/168396
/CIO_Guide_to_Business_Transformati

on_in_the_Cloud_DynTek-1.pdf

https://www.dyntek.com/3-key-issues-for-business-transformation-in-the-cloud?hsCtaTracking=9bd48dbe-3619-443f-98fd-5d2e87c5bbd3%7C7d325f76-6fee-4af8-babd-de20592a37fb


http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/168396/CIO_Guide_to_B
usiness_Transformation_in_the_Cloud_DynTek-1.pdf



http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/168396/CIO_Guide_to_B
usiness_Transformation_in_the_Cloud_DynTek-1.pdf



https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssma/access/sqlserver-migration-
assistant-for-access-accesstosql?view=sql-server-2017/

Encountering & 
navigating beyond 
broken links…. 

Letting curiosity be 
a motivation & 
persisting whenever 
a website provides 
helpful hints.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssma/access/sqlserver-migration-assistant-for-access-accesstosql?view=sql-server-2017/


https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssma/access/sqlserver-migration-
assistant-for-access-accesstosql?view=sql-server-2017/

What's New in SSMA for Access(AccessToSQL) -
SQL Server
Working with SSMA for Access Console 
(AccessToSQL) - SQL Server
SQL Server Migration Assistant for Access 
(AccessToSQL) - SQL Server
Installing SQL Server Migration Assistant for 
Access (AccessToSQL) - SQL Server
Getting Started with SSMA for Access Console 
(AccessToSQL) - SQL Server

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssma/access/sqlserver-migration-assistant-for-access-accesstosql?view=sql-server-2017/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssma/access/what-s-new-in-ssma-for-access-accesstosql
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssma/access/working-with-ssma-for-access-console-accesstosql
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssma/access/sql-server-migration-assistant-for-access-accesstosql
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssma/access/installing-sql-server-migration-assistant-for-access-accesstosql
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssma/access/getting-started-with-ssma-for-access-console-accesstosql
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